Iluminated by foreign letters - Strategies for site-specific cyclopropene modification of large functional RNAs via in vitro transcription.
The synthesis of sequence-specifically modified long RNA molecules, which cannot entirely be prepared via solid phase synthesis methods is experimentally challenging. We are using a new approach based on an expanded genetic alphabet preparing site-specifically modified RNA molecules via standard in vitro transcription. In this report, the site-specific labeling of functional RNAs, in particular ribozymes and a long non-coding RNA with cyclopropene moieties, is presented. We provide detailed instructions for RNA labeling via in vitro transcription and include required analytical methods to verify production and identity of the transcript. We further present post-transcriptional inverse electron demand Diels-Alder cycloaddition reactions on the cyclopropene-modified sequences and discuss applications of the genetic alphabet expansion transcription for in vitro preparation of labeled functional RNAs with complex foldings. In detail, the glmS and CPEB3 ribozymes were site-specifically decorated with methyl cyclopropene moieties using the unnatural TPT3CP triphosphate and were proven to be still functional. In addition, the structurally complex A region of the Xist lncRNA (401nt) was site-specifically modified with methyl cyclopropene and detected by fluorescence after cycloaddition reaction with a tetrazine-BODIPY conjugate.